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Infilled Fissures in Loess, Banks Peninsula,
New Zealand

By Stuart A. Harris*

Summary: Infilled üssures are described from the interface between two locss deposits on Banks Peninsula, South Island , New Zenland.
Both locsscs differ from the other locsscs by having a solifluction deposit at their base consisting of angular basalt fragments of the samc an
gularity as fresh frost shattered basalt mixed with the locss. Typically, the fissurcs are narrow and up ro 160 cm deep while the infilling of the
overlying locss shows no obvious structure. They occur mainly at lugher elevations on south (pcleward) facing slopes, and the host tocss
forms a fragipan of high density. They are most readily explained as being seasonal Frost fissures 01' more probably ice-wedge casts, which
would have required either permafrost 01' deep seasonal Frost for their Formation. Ir permafrost had existed, this would imply a cooling of
the mean annual temperaturcs by at least 16 ro 18° C.

Zusammenfassung: Gegenstand dieses Aufsatzes sind gefüllte Spaltenstrukturen an der Grenze zweier Lößablagerungen auf der Halbinsel
Banks im südlichen Neuseeland. Bcide Lößablagerungen unterscheiden sich dadurch von anderen, daß sie an ihrer Basis Solifluktionsschutt
aus Basalt mit der gleichen Eckigkeit aufweisen wie frostverwitterte Basaltstücke. die dem Löß beigemischt sind. Die Spaltenstrukturen sind
im allgemeinen schmal und bis zu 1,6 m tief, während die FÜllung aus Überlagerndem Löß keine Strukturen zeigt. Sie treten vorwiegend in
höheren Lagen an südexponierten Hängen auf, wobei der Löß, in dem sie vorkommen, stark kompaktiert ist. Es handelt sich wahrscheinlich
um fossile saisonale Frostspalten oder Eiskeilpscudomorphosen, die zu ihrer Bildung Permafrost oder tiefe saisonale Gefrornis voraussetz
ten. Im Falle von Permafrost impliziert dies eine Herabsenkung der Jahresmitteltemperatur um mindestens 16° bis 18° C.

INTRODUCTlON

WILLETT (1950) first suggested that the nonglaciated part of the South Island of New Zealand may have
experienced a tundra climate during the late Pleistocene glaciations. This received some support with the
description of ice-wedge infillings from near Wellingthon by COTTON & TE PUNGA (1955). They, and

others, also identified solifluction deposits (STEVENS, 1957; RAESIDE, 1964; SOONS, 1962: 78; LES

LIE, 1973). Neither stratified screes (SOONS, 1962) nor cryoplanation terraces (LESLIE, 1973) prove the
existence of former tundra conditions (TRICART, 1956; HARRIS, 1975). The patterned ground report

ed by MCGRAW (1959) could be the result of permafrost, but similar rnicro-scale f'orrns can also form in
areas without permafrost (WASHBURN, 1979: 140-152). Finally, the limited information on fossil
seeds from proglacial lake deposits suggests non-tundra conditions (BURROWS in HARRIS, 1975).

While driving across the Banks Peninsula in April 1974, the writer observed fissures or wedges developed
in loess and slope deposits which demanded description and explanation. They occur in the Summit silt

loam series (SOlL BUREAU, 1968), and the structures have been included in the gammate structure of
GRIFFITHS (1973).

METHODS USED

The writer mapped the distribution of fissures and other features associated with the gammate structure.

The slope, elevation, and aspect was recorded for over 80 occurrences and loess sampies were collected
far laboratory analysis (Fig. 1). Pins were inserted on either side of the fissures and the distance between
them was measured at regular intervals from dry autumn soil conditions through into the late spring pe
riod of maximum moisture. Undisturbed cores were taken to determine the density of the materials.

In the laboratory, the samples were air dried and sieved to separate the fine fraction. Grain size (USDA li-
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Fig. 1: Distribution of loesses, modificd from GRIFFITHS (1973).

Abb. 1: Verbreitung verschiedener Lößarten. verändert nach GRIFFITHS (1973).

mits) was determined by the pipette method and wet sieving, using hydrogen peroxide pretreatments to

rernove organic matter, and calgon as the dispersing agent. Clay mineralogy was determined by CuK 00 x

ray diffraction, using water solvation, warm 2N HCl solvation, glycerol solvation, and heating at 525 0 C

Ior 2 hours. pH was determined on a Beckman model 18 pH meter. The pebbles in the sarn pIes were clas

sified using the Krumbein shape methoel (KRUMBEIN, 1941) and the grain size (Tab. 1).

ENVIRONMENT

Thc Banks Peninsula consists of two eroeled anel sea-breacheel calderas (Lyttleton anel Akaroa) on the ea

stern shore of the Canterbury Plains. lt apparently formeel a stable islanel eluring nonglacial times (LlG

GETT & GREGG, 1965) after the cessation of volcanic activity about 5.8 million KlAr years ago (ST1FF

& MCDOUCjALL, 1968). During glacial times, it would have lain some distance inland from the east

shore of the South Island (RAESIDE, 1964: 8B). Eventually, the coalesceel alluvial fans exteneled Iar

enough to connect it to the mainland in nonglacial times. Today, the highest point reaches 755 m above

sea level (Mt , Herbert), and the landscape consists of steep siele valleys incised within gently sloping for

mer land-xurfaces, some of which are relatively olel. Lava flows, 224 m below sea level at Christchurch

(SPEIGHT, 1943), suggest that sea level has risen at least that amount since about 10 million KlAr years

ago , This may explain the lack of substantial erosion in the last 6 million years (STIFF & MCDOU

GALL, 1968). Unelerlying rocks are mainly basalts with some andesites west of Lyttleton.

The climare varies from subhumid to humid, from west to east and from sea level to mountain crest

(mean annual precipitation varying from 650 to >900 mrn). The native vegetation ranges from tussock

grass in the subhumiel zonc, to bush and forest elsewhere.

During the Pleistocene, a number of loess deposits accumulated on the Peninsula. These have been des-
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Size Fraction (mm)

> 15.88 15.88-11.11 11 11-7.79 7.79-6.35 6.35-4.00

Deposit Sampie Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean
No. shape shape shape shape shape

Colluvium 0 0.31 0.30 19 0,40 31 0.38 64
~~~--

Contemporary
Scree 20 0.1 0.20 0.33 0.28 10 0.25 21

2 0.20 3 0 0.28 4 0.30 1 0.30 13
Te Oka Slope 7 0.15 2 0.25 1 0.20 1 0.20 1 0.15 4
Deposits 12 0.15 2 0.13 9 0.15 17 0.20 17 0.18 34

16 0 0.25 4 0.20 4 0.30 11 0.21 21

Mcan 0.17 0.16 14 0.18 26 0.24 30 0.21 72

9 0.20 3 0.22 10 0.22 15 0.24 '14 0.27 88
Stone Bay 26 0.20 I 0.30 2 0.25 2 0.24 8 0.32 44
Slope 33 0.15 1 0.23 4 0.27 5 0.35 2 0.27 18
Deposits 48 0.25 4 0.30 2 0.25 4 0.18 6 0.20 21

56 0.15 4 0.19 19 0.24 44 0.22 41 0.29 111
63 0.15 2 0.16 12 0.23 87 0.23 88 0.25 145

Mean 0.19 15 0.17 59 0.24 157 0.23 159 0.27 427

'" Includes a Moa crop pebble composed of greywackc.

Tab. 1: Cornparsion of mean shapes (Krumbein scale) for pebbles in colluvium , present-day scree, Tc Oka slope deposits and Stony Bay 510-
pe deposits.

Tab. 1: Vergleich zwischen der mittleren Gestalt (nach Krumbein) von Kies in Kolluvium , rezentem Schutt, Te Oka-Hangablagerungen und
StOIlY Bay- Hangablagerungen .

cribed and mapped by GRIFFITHS (973) and are shown in Fig. 2. Also shown on the map are the loca
tions of two new loesses, hereafter referred to as the Stony Bay and Te Oka loesses.
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Fig. 2: Traverse raads and sam ple sites.

Abb. 2: Lage und Zugänglichkelt der Probenahmestellen.
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LOESSES

Birdlings Flat and Barrys Bay loesses
As noted by GRIFFITHS (1973), two distinct loesses occur on the outer slopes of the Peninsula. The

Birdlings Flat loess lies closest to sea level along the margins of the hills and is calcareous. By contrast,

the Barrys Bay loess is mildly acid and lacks frec carbonates. The Birdlings Flat loess is the youngest, and

is cut into by the early postglacial (?) e1iff erosion along the south-west of the Peninsula, south of Lin

coln. The Barrys Bay loess at its type section contains four soils. At first, these were regarded as being

about 17,450 ± 2,070 radiocarbon years old (NZ 1163, BAILEY, 1971), but subsequent work has shown

that very different ages are obtained with different organic eomponents (GOH et al., 1973).

Topographieally and stratigraphically above the Barrys Bay loess on south-facing slopes oceurs the Sum

mit silt loam (Fig. 2). Study of this material showed that it had a stratigraphy as in Fig. 3. Unconforrna

bly overlying the basalt at many sites is a slope deposit eonsisting of angular fragments of basalt in a ma

trix of loess. This usually grades upwards into pure Stony Bay loess. Above an uneonformity, a seeond

slope deposit with similar angular fragments in a more yellowish matrix of loess grades upwards into Te

Oka lcess. Overlying this at many sites is rcworkcd eolluvium anel slope deposits with a moelern soil pre

sent. Loeally, midden deposits of the Moa Hunter (pre-Maori) anel prc-European settlement, top the suc

eession. Inelividual loesses may be up to at least 2.5 m thick, while the slope deposits are generally so me

what thinner. Due to the presence or absence of either the slope deposit 01' the loess in each section, a se

ries of different profile eombinations oeeurs at different places. However, the basic stratigraphy remains

the sarne.

The Summit silt loam has been mapped where a thin layer of Te Oka loess overlies Stony Bay loess. The

latter was regarded as the B horizon with a definite pan of higher density present (previously eleseribeel in

other loess soils in the South Islanel by RAESIDE, 1964). This pan has also been ealled a ' fragipan'

(TAYLOR & POHLEN, 1962), and was regareleel by RAESIDE (1964: 833) as eurrently being elestroyed

under the present e1imatie conditions. The reason Ior the reinterpretation is that the layers incrcase in

thiekness most dramatieally in so me road seetions and it appears quite unreasonable for the A2 horizon

to range in thiekness from 5 em to 190 em in a horizontal elistanee of 3.5 m (see for example Fig. 4).

Again it is diffieult to explain the patehy presenee of angular basaltie stones by soil-Iorming proeesses

alone.
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Fig. 3: Generalizcd stratigtaphy, Stony Bay and Te Ok a loesscs.

Abb.3: Schematisierte Stratigraphie der Lösse von Stony Bay lind Te Oka.
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Fig. 4: Roacl scction at GR 130,210 which is thc type scction for the Stonv ßav Olm! Te Oka loesscs.

Abb.4: Straßenaufschluß bei Gk 130,210, Typlokalität der Stonv Bay- und Te Oka-Lösse.

Stony Bay and Te Oka loesses
The two loesses forming the "Summit Silt Loam " are herein named the Stony Bay loess (Iower, older)

and the Te Oka loess (younger, upper) after two locations where they were found. The roael section at GR
130,210 is useel as the type section (see Fig. 4).

Grain size analysis of the e1eposits showeel that
clay was present in only minor proportions in the

deposits, Wetting anel drying of e1isturbeel anel

undisturbeel cores in the laboratory faileel to
show any shrinking or swelling, anel the seasonal
variation in distance between pins placeel in the
loess in the fielel was uneler the 1 mrn limit of ac

curacy of measurement. Clay mineral analysis
(Tab. I) showed that swelling clays were absent,

unlike weathercd basalt. Both loesses had similar
cornpositions anel pH values, suggesting that the

material came from a similar source area.

Slope deposits
The basaltic pebbles in the slope e1eposits are re
markably angular when compareel with similar

pebbles in present-day colluvium. The pebbles
are the only obvious difference between the

overlying loess and the slope e1eposits.

Fig. 5: A typical Iissure developed in StOIl)' Bay locss at the type
scction.

Abb.5: Frostspalte in der Typlokalität des Stony Bay-Löß .
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I 62 24 5 2 2 3 2 0 0 0
1I 22 5 16 4 20 0 14 0 0 0
23 26 10 20 21 23 0 0 0 0 0
30 43 44 5 I I I 3 2 0 0
32 21 28 13 4 7 7 13 6 0 0

2 17 I1 25 27 15 0 0 0 0
3 28 44 II 2 2 7 3 0 0
7 22 9 28 23 12 0 0 0 0

12 30 6 13 13 15 15 0 0 0

10 21 6 26 16 15 0 0 10
13 35 26 I1 10 8 5 0 0
14 27 10 27 10 18 0 0 Tr.
22 29 8 20 6 4 17 13 0
31 40 23 15 8 3 I 0
34 27 6 25 15 10 0 0

_.~.---------

I 27 8 27 19 2 3 19 0
18 23 15 17 16 23 6 0 0
33 31 6 28 12 6 0 10 0

Tab. 2: Clay mineralogy of the Te Oka and Stony Bay loesses and slope dcposits and weathered basalt.

Tab. 2: Tonmineralogie der Te Oka- und Stony Bay-Lösse sowie von Hangablagerungen und verwittertem Basalt.

Tab. 2 shows the mean shapes of pebbles in present-day colluvium, present-day scree, Te Oka slope depo
sits and Bosso slope deposits. The shapes of the pebbles in the slope deposits match the shapes of the peb
bles in the scree, but are far more angular than the pebbles in contemporary colluvium. With the excep
tion of the Moa crop pebble, the lithology of the pebbles was basalt. Thus the slope dcposits represent a
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Fig. 6: Seetion at GR 320,173, Flea Bay road, showing wedges within the Stony Bay loess.

Abb.6: Aufschluß an der F1ea Bay-Straße mit Keilstrukturen im Stony Bay-Löß.
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Fig. 7: Distribution of Iocss wedges with elevation and aspect.

Abb.7: Verbreitung der Lößkeile in Abhängigkeit von der Höhe
und Exposition.

mixture of loess and angular basalt fragments derived from the cliffs upslope of the deposits.

NATURE OF THE INFILLED FISSURES

The fissures (Fig, 5) are polygonal in plan. They occur in two situations, the normal one being in the sur
face of the Stony Bay deposits with an infilling of Te Oka loess on slope deposits (Fig. 4). At one location
at GR 302,173 on the Flea Bay road, it also occurs within the Stony Bay loess (Fig. 6).

At many locations, the fissures extend downwards across the boundary between the Stony Bay loess into
the Stony Bay slope deposits. They tend to occur on south (poleward) facing slopes, being concentrated
at the high er elevations (Fig. 7). The fissures are up to 165 cm deep and show no obvious breaks or strati-
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Fig. 8: Dry densities 01' rhe -rfOka and Stony Bay dcposir s.

Abb. 8: Trockene Dichtewerte der Te Oka- und Stony Bay-Ablagerungen.
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fication in the infilling. Elongate stones in the infilling tend to be oriented vertically. The upper width of

the infilled fissure is commonly ab out 5 to 15 cm, but may range up to 60 cm.

The host loess displays high density in contrast to locations where the Stony Bay loess lacks fissures

(Fig. 8), and fits the description of fragipans. These have been related to permafrost conditions by VAN

VLIET & LANGOHR (1981). The fissures average about 18 cm per metre horizontal distance in the sec

tion wh ich is of the correct order of magnitude to account for the change in air voids. The relative densi

ties of Stony Bay deposits with and without fissures did not change with altitude.

The size of the fissures shows no correlation with overburden thickness. The lack of a palaeosol on the

Stony Bay deposits and the frequent presence of slope deposits at the base of the Te Oka loess indicates

severe erosion prior to the deposition of the loess under conditions which did not allow for infilling of the

fissures if they had already formed.

Comparison of their distribution with the occurrence of gleyed Stony Bay and Te Oka loesses with alt itu

de (Fig. 9) and aspect (Fig. 10) shows vastly different patterns. Clearly, they are quite different in origin,

although the marked aspect and altitudinal control suggests a climatic influence.

CLIMATIC SIGNIFICANCE

The production of large quantities of angular basaltic fragments which became mixed with loess on the

slopes ot the mountains requires intense frost action coupled with soli fluction. This type of action is nor

mally assoeiated with periglaeial (i. e., cryogenic) weathering conditions (HARRIS, 1982: 55). It is gene

rally accepted that the loesses correspond to periods of glaciation (GRIFFITHS, 1973), but the Te Oka

and Stony Bay loesses are unique in being intercalated with the angular basaltic slope deposits.

There are many suggested origins for simi1ar infilled fissures and cracks in sediments and soils. Most are

associated with either cold or dry climates, or both (e. g., W ASHBURN, 1979). The lack of swelling pro

perties and the lack of simi1arity to gleying eliminate those related to moisture. Furthermore, the shape of

the wedges is quite different to contemporary erosion gullies (suggested by P. J. TONKIN).

If the fissures are a form of frost crack, it is important to distinguish between seasonal and perennial
frost cracks and soil wedges (see FRENCH, 1976: 21-27). The narrowness of the cracks tends to argue
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Loes 5 Wedges Gleyed Loess

Fig. 10: Distribution of loess wcdges and gleyed Te Oka and Stony Bay loess with aspect ,

Abb.lO: Verbreitung von Löß keilen und verglcytern Te Oka- sowie Stony Bay-Löß in Abhängigkeit von der Exposition.

for a short-livcd per iod of perennial thermal contraction or a limiteel number of seasonal contraction

cracks. The fissurcs exhibit sorne properties of each of the forrns of cracking and so their interpretation is

problematic.

The features of the fissures suggesting an origin as small ice wedges are the hornogeneity of the infilling,

its lack of structure, and the fact that the infilling is similar to the material above. The growth of ice

would proeluce the pressure on the surrouneling host material that woulel aid in the proeluetion of the fra

gipan. The active layer woulel have been confined to the overlying Te Oka loess. However the arguments

against this are the laek of other evielence for the presence of perrnafrost , and the lack of evidence of the

existence of the aetive layer , The fissures could not be traeed into the Te Oka loess.

The Features of the fissures suggesting an origin as seasonal frost eraeks are the relationship of the fissu

res to a possible former land surfaee, the close spacing of the fissures, anel their general narrowness. The

wider ones woulel have to be the produet of localized iee segregation. The arguments against this would

xeern to be the problem of infilling the fissures with a elifferent loess, without disturbing any of the mate

rial in the host loess, either at the surface, or along the siele of the fissure between cracking phases. This

explanation would also imply that the host soil failed to expanel to its original volume when it became

warmer after each eontraction phase. This is not in aecordanee with the fielel measurements maele to elate,

although it could eertainly be the eause of overeompaction and fragipan formation in eolel regions. The

infillings laek the numerous vertieal strati fications describeel by BERG (1969) anel others from sand wed

ges.

The fissures elo not appear to be soil weelges sinee they are obviously relateel to soil horizons as opposeel

to stratigraphie beels. There is no downturning of the host loess. Thus it would seem that the fissures are

rnost likely relateel to thermal eontraetion eraeking under cold eonditions which may have been similar to

the temperatures at which iee wedges form. Sorne, at least, inelieate the presence of wedge-like iee masses,

but the evielence is too eonf1icting to prove the nature of the moisture regime at the time of the formation

of all of the features. If permafrost was present, then this woulel imply a mean annual air temperature 16 0

to 18 0 C lower than today.

Finally it should be noted that if perrnafrost or deep seasonal frost oeeurred close to sea level near Christ-
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church , it should also have occurred elsewhere on the South Island. It makes the interpretation of COT
TON & TE PUNGA (1955) seem less isolated. The writer has seen similar structures along the highway to

Pukaki in Burkes Pass, and P. J. TONKIN (pers. communication) has seen the same structures in loess in
the eastern foothilIs of the Southern Alps.
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